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What is the tallest animal in the world?

d) a giraffeb) an elephant

c) an ostricha) a penguin

$100



What is the biggest animal in the world?

a) a blue whale

b) an elephant

c) a white shark

d) a grey dolphin

$200



What is the fastest animal in the world?

c) a cheetah

b) a tiger

a) a lion

d) a panther

$300



What is the loudest animal in the world?

a) a whale

b) a parrot

c) a monkey

d) an elephant

$500



How small is the smallest frog in the world?

a) 1 cm

b) 2 cm

c) 3 cm

d) 4 cm

$1000



How long can a tarantula live without food?

d) more than 2 yearsb) more than 2 weeks

c) more than 2 daysa) more than 2 months 

$2000



How big is the brain of an ostrich?

c) smaller than its eye 

b) bigger than its leg

a) bigger than its nose

d) smaller than its hair

$4000



What is the most dangerous animal in Africa?

b) a hippo

a) a crocodile c) a tiger

d) a lion

$8000



What is the most dangerous animal in the world?

c) a mosquito

b) a bear

a) a spider

d) a shark

$16000



How long can a snail sleep?

d) more than 3 yearsb) more than a month

c) more than 5 yearsa) more than 2 weeks

$32000



Which animal can laugh?

a) a rat

b) a horse

c) a spider 

d) a panda

$64000



How many glasses of milk can a cow make?

b) more than 200 000

a) more than 1 000 000 c) more than 2 000

d) more than 100 000 

$125000



Which animal can’t jump?

d) an elephantb) a worm

c) a snakea) a dolphin

$250000



How long does a crocodile live?

b) more than 95 years

a) more than 250 years c) more than 55 years

d) more than 550 years 

$500000



How fast can a bear run?

c) faster than 40 km per hour

b) faster than 10 km per hour 

a) faster than 80 km per hour

d) faster than 20 km per hour

$1000000




